
Hi Lisa, 
Teacher Training Review..... 
Friday nights, Saturday afternoons and Sundays AM and PM worked for me. 
I was a total newbie to many aspects of the course. 
Liked all 3 sessions .Thought all were necessary .Loved and looked forward to "my 
"Yoga weekends. 
 
Found Friday nights doing the LED practise led by yourself very special and unified 
the group -set the tone for the weekend. 
 
Saturdays-  
Philosophy.... at the start freaked me out - over thought everything ...but that was my 
general mindset at the time. I assumed I was dumb if I didn’t understand something I 
had NEVER dabbled or looked into - I was very GREEN. 
I've learnt to be more curious and less judgemental about myself and the lack of 
knowledge and understanding of the Sutras I had/have , I now find intriguing...finding 
myself interested in certain Sutras - research and look further into it . All about 
dropping the EGO.No answer is wrong, personal life experience comes into it and 
things become more relatable. 
Home work was good to keep me on track. 
Suggestion - just like the 40 day challenge - correlates all the homework answers 
from the Sutra homework and have as a reference point to look back at and extend 
and grow . 
 
Anatomy ...  I struggled with it. It became a mad colouring festival to complete the 
allocated homework. There is a LOT to cover so I don't have any bright idea how to 
make that easier .Some students will pick it up easier than others .Maybe spread it 
out in smaller bits and really concentrate on one part at a time . A life size skeleton 
or a print out like what they have at Osteopaths/Massage therapy places would be 
visually good too.   
 
Sundays... 
Morning session - woah .... the first few times we did the sequence was like running 
a marathon ! 
Training was needed (EG Home practise Janey !!!!! ) I finally realised that after about 
the 4th session (slow learner I am)  
I liked the feedback we received, kept us honest with the end goal of 
continual  GROWTH.  
 
Afternoon sessions - at the start for me were SO overwhelming. I remember you 
asking if anyone had a problem with presenting an asana - YES - I said ... a BIG FAT 
YES !!! 
 I HATED the idea of presenting asanas , standing up in front of my peers ....lots of 
baggage to unload there. 
I received a lot of truths and self-realisation standing on the mat in front of 
everybody. 
The FEAR was very real. 
I literally could FEEL the support and love sent to me as I squirmed up the front on 
the mat - I am forever grateful. 
 



So ... in saying that and it is advertised as a 'Yoga Personal Development Course " -
maybe that needs to be quite clear that YES you are expected to participate in 
presenting asanas and you will grow to be comfortable and love it!  

 

You have said many times to me before.... There are NO coincidences  
The course has extended my Yoga practise leaps and bounds and  came at the 
exact right time for me, it made me re assess, focus ,put myself first and look for 
something that was very much missing from my  life . It has brought me peace and 
contentment that was very much required. The benefits of the course have 
flowed into every aspect of my life, family, friends and work etc .I am less reactive - 
more responsive. 
I feel very blessed to have been part of the group with Amy, Kristina, Geraldine and 
Cam. 
 
Lisa, as your first class - you did a fabulous job!!!  
Patient, oh so PATIENT. 
 KIND (I know you were cringing at my pronunciation of  the asanas in  Sanskrit ) 
ENCOURAGING us to step UP and OUT of our comfort zones. 
Thank you for being our beacon of light and sharing your knowledge and love with 
us. 
 
Namaste 
 
Janey x 
 


